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COCKTAILS
If you can’t find what you’re after, ask one of the bar team!

CLASSICS
NEGRONI

£10.00

Campari, Brokers Gin, Lillet Blanc

COSMOPOLITAN

£12.00

Grey Goose Citron, Cointreau, Lime, Cranberry

BRAMBLE

£10.00

Brockmans Gin, Crème De Mure, Lemon, Sugar

MARGARITA

£11.00

Ocho Tequila, Cointreau, Lime, Sugar, Salt

NORTHCOTE FAVOURITES
LIMON MERINGUE

£10.00

Limoncello, Frangelico, Lemon, Sugar, Whites

CLOVER CLUB

£10.00

Brockmans Gin, Framboise, Whites, Lemon, Sugar, Raspberry

OLD FASHIONED

£11.00

Buffalo Trace, Orange Peel, Bitters, Sugar

BLOODY MARY

£11.00

Aivy Blue Vodka, Spices, Tabasco, Big Tom Tomato
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SOURS
WHISKY SOUR

£11.00

Mac Na Mara Whisky, Lemon Juice, Whites, Sugar Syrup

AMARETTO SOUR

£10.00

Saliza Amaretto, Buffalo Trace Bourbon, Lemon, Whites, Sugar

RHUBARB SOUR

£10.00

J.J Whitley Rhubarb Vodka, Lemon, Whites, Sugar

MARTINIS
*if you like it served dirty or dry, with Tanqueray or Brockmans; let us know!

GIN MARTINI

£10.00

Brokers Gin, Lillet Blanc

VODKA MARTINI

£10.00

Aivy Blue Vodka, Lillet Blanc

FRENCH MARTINI

£10.00

Aivy Blue Vodka, Chambord, Pineapple Juice

ESPRESSO MARTINI

£11.00

Espresso, Aivy Blue Vodka, Galliano, Expre Liqueur, Sugar Syrup

LANCASHIRE ROSE

£10.00

Batch Apprentice Vodka, Pamplemousse Rose, Virtuous Raspberry

FIZZ & CHAMPAGNE
FRAGOLA FIZZ

£10.00

Fragola Strawberry, Prosecco

NORTHCOTE CLASSIC CHAMPAGNE COCKTAIL
A Creation of the Bancroft Family

£16.50

Champagne, Angostura, Sugar, Cognac, Cointreau

PEACH BELLINI

£16.50

Peach, Champagne
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NON-ALCOHOLIC
ADAM’S APPLE

£6.00

Apple juice, lime and fresh mint built around Mr Fitzpatrick’s
apple and elderflower, topped off with soda water

RHUBARB AND GINGER

£5.50

Simple but tasty, Mr Fitzpatrick’s rhubarb and rosehip,
lime and fever-tree ginger ale

VIRGIN MARY

£5.50

A Bloody Mary without the vodka, but this one has a real
punch of flavour. Using Big Tom’s seasoned tomato juice
and our own secret mix, this is definitely not your plain ol’
tomato juice with the trimmings

TEMPERANCE CUBA LIBRE

£5.50

The same great taste of an age-old classic using raw sugar
cane to replace the rum.

TEMPERANCE GIN & TONIC

£5.50

The classic taste but hold the gin. Made with the classic
London dry gin botanicals and a balanced tonic,
worth a try!
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Mr Fitzpatrick’s are as passionate as ever about their cordials and
whilst many of their recipes owe their origins to the original Mr
Fitzpatrick’s herbalists, they have stayed true to those traditions
whilst expanding and developing their range of exciting and quirky
cordials. It gives us great pleasure that we are able to maintain this
tradition and introduce these wonderful drinks to a whole new
generation.

Fabulous with still or sparkling water, lemonade or simply soda

RHUBARB & ROSEHIP
BLACKCURRANT & LIQUORICE
SARSAPARILLA
DANDELION & BURDOCK
GINGER
CRANBERRY & POMEGRANATE
ELDERFLOWER & APPLE

£3.50
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Bowland Brewery started life as a microbrewery on the edge of the
Forest of Bowland Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, selecting
beers named after the scenery and wildlife of this picturesque
corner of Lancashire.
From light to dark:

HEN HARRIER
4.0%

500ML

£5.90

Bowland breweries top flight ale! A stunningly refreshing beer filled
with soft citrus and peach flavours. A delight on its own and a great
companion for chicken and pork dishes.

PHEASANT PLUCKER
4.0%

500ML

£5.90

A low ABV copper-coloured bitter with rounded berry flavours.
Perfect with charcuterie or cheese.

BUSTER IPA
4.5%

500ML

£5.90

Big, strong and full of attitude yet surprisingly domesticated, this is a
well-balanced ale with tropical undertones. Enjoyable and
entertaining company on its own or the perfect match for chicken
and pork dishes.

DEER STALKER
4.5%

500ML

£5.90

A superbly rich stout, strong in dark fruit flavours with a wonderful
chocolaty finish. An excellent choice for drinking on its own or as a
companion for spicy meat dishes.
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LAGERS & CIDER
ESTRELLA
Damm
4.6%

330ML

£4.55

Inedit
4.6%

330ML

£7.00

Created in 2008 by Feran Adria and his team of sommeliers at El
Bulli who believed in the need for a beer to accompany and
compliment the varied flavours found in modern gastronomy.

PERONI
Nastro
5.2%
Gluten free
5.1%

330ML

£4.50

330ML

£5.00

330ML

£4.85

CURIOUS BREW
Lager
4.7%

A premium lager brewed in England and re-fermented with
Champagne yeast for a curiously distinctive, clean and refreshing
lager beer.

HEINEKEN 0
Lager (Low Alcohol)
0.05%

330ML

£4.00

Draught
5.5%

500ML

£7.00

Isabel’s Berry
3.8%

500ML

£8.25

ASPALL CYDER

A refreshing blend of raspberry & redcurrant juice with Aspall’s dry
Suffolk cyder.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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GIN
LOCAL
BATCH - Burnley
40%

£9.50

Spiced - Made in Burnley, this local gin features fresh bursts of
juniper followed by a mix of spices including cloves and liquorice. A
mild floral element balanced with earthy undertones makes batch
wonderfully flavoured and balanced.

BATCH WHINBERRY - Burnley
40%

£10.25

Flavoured - This local distiller has created a gin with a combination
of 12 botanicals which has then been aged in barrels with
whinberries. This process gives the gin a luxurious fruity note with
lime undertones making for a very well-balanced gin.

CATHEDRA - Blackburn
40%

£11.25

Citrus - Inspired by the fascinating history and heritage of England’s
cathedrals, this collaboration between Blackburn cathedral and
cuckoo, cathedra is distilled with fresh spring water and infused
with juniper, orange, elderflower, almond and vanilla to give
deliciously smooth taste.

CUCKOO GIN - Brindle
43%

£11.00

Citrus - Made in the very heart of Lancashire on a farm in brindle
using 16 botanicals, it is most definitely complex, leaving a highly
delectable sweetness alongside its spicy and citrus notes.

CUCKOO SUNSHINE - Brindle
40%

£11.00

Flavoured - Made with natural honey produced on the cuckoo
brindle farm by Lancashire honeybees. Honey, as a substitute to
sugar, helps create a smooth and sweet gin. A burst of fruit from
raspberries that have been infused provide an instant taste of
sunshine!

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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CUCKOO SPICED - Brindle
42%

£13.00

Spiced - Spice is obviously the first thing this gin brings to the table,
but it’s such a desirable warming spice, almost like a Christmas Eve
by the fire. Hits of cinnamon and clove balanced with a lovely rose
note on the finish, cuckoo recommend ginger beer with this one!

GOOSNARGH GIN - CHAPTER #1
45%

£10.00

Floral - The signature. Created to celebrate the area in which this
gin is distilled. It is verdant, herby and uses 14 organic botanicals
which can be found naturally around the forest of Bowland. The
distillers recommend Fever Tree Mediterranean Tonic.

GOOSNARGH GIN – CHAPTER #2
45%

£10.00

Spiced - Dark skies gin has 12 different organic botanicals including
aniseed, root ginger and cardamom with a subtle vanilla note. This
delicately spiced gin is perfectly paired with Fever Tree Indian tonic
or fever-tree spiced orange ginger ale.

WHITTAKERS ORIGINAL - Harrogate
42%

£8.75

Spiced - An artisan gin produced in Harrogate; predominantly
juniper based with flavours of coriander and angelica root. This gin
also uses Yorkshire hawthorn berries and bilberries to give it a
beautiful background sweetness.

SHEEPTOWN - Skipton
48%

£11.90

Juniper Led - A very special gin to all of us here at Northcote. From
just over the border in Skipton we bring the wright wine company’s
very own gin. Produced with only the most natural local botanicals
Julian and the team at Whittaker’s have produced a new
Northcote favourite.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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CLASSIC – JUNIPER GINS
BROKERS GIN (HOUSE)
47%

£5.80

A fine and tasty gin which has been lauded by critics, brokers is
made with herbs, spices and fruits imported from three continents
and blended to be extra dry.

BATCH INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH
55%

£14.00

A nod to Burnley’s industrial background, the woman on the bottle
looks like one of those aircraft builders from the 1940s, but we
would not recommend attempting to build a spitfire after a couple
of these. Big juniper notes and a little spice on the finish, it’s
certainly a cold weather favourite.

BOODLES GIN
40%

£7.80

Every batch of boodles gin is made with labour and patience. It
begins as a clean spirit distilled from British wheat and is then
infused with a few traditional herbs and spices including nutmeg,
sage, and rosemary. These ingredients add a mellow but herbal
quality to boodles, which balances out the essential piney notes
from juniper.

SIR ROBIN OF LOCKSLEY
40.5%

£9.30

Compromising classic juniper flavours with hints of citrus found in an
old tom gin. A perfect sipper gin but also suited well with Fever Tree
Elderflower Tonic.

SIPSMITH VJOP GIN
57.7%

£11.70

This is the culminating choice of gin for juniper lovers, heavily
dominant on juniper flavours this gin will be strong on the nose, and
just as pronounced on the palate.

SLINGSBY LONDON DRY
42%

£9.90

A classic style and freshness with 27 botanicals to swing away from
the typical juniper flavours. Made just over the border in a small
batch distillery in Harrogate this gin was released in late 2015 and
holds a gold world gin award.
All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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CITRUS GINS
NO. 3 LONDON DRY GIN
47%

£9.80

A very special gin made to a very strict secret recipe using only 3
spices and 3 fruits, notes such as savoury, bitter, floral and sour
unlocking the very moment it hits your palate.

TANQUERAY 10
47%

£9.20

Extremely elegant with grapefruits and limes. Exceptionally smooth.
Sumptuous mouthfeel.

TANQUERAY RANGPUR
41%

£8.10

Something different here from Tanqueray. Flavoured with Rangpur
limes, also known as a mandarin lime. These highly acidic fruits,
orange in colour, impart a fresh, zesty zing to this refreshing gin.

BATHTUB GIN
43%

£8.90

An extraordinary award-winning gin, lightly tinted by the
botanicals, and with a flavour which is both bold and perfumed this
gin has a certain Victorian feel wrapped in brown paper and wax.

MONKEY 47, DRY GIN
47%

£16.00

An unusual gin from the black forest of Germany. Monkey 47
contains a unique ingredient, cranberries! The 47 comes from the
number of botanicals that go into this unique gin, and the fact it's
bottled at a healthy 47%.

NIKKA COFFEY GIN
47%

£15.50

they don’t just make phenomenal whiskey. Now Nikka are hitting
the gin bus and what a beautiful example. With creamy lemon and
tropical notes slowly fading into a pine and fennel sweetness this is
certainly not one to miss.
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GUNPOWDER GIN
43%

£13.00

From the Irish distillery in Drumshanbo, taking its name from the
dried gunpowder tea, this oriental inspired gin shoots into your
mouth with citrus flavours, a very well balanced and mellow
flavour.

FOXHOLE GIN
40%

£10.00

Created using the rare and valuable by-products from the English
grape harvest; English wine grapes. Repurposed through craft, skill
and resourcefulness, Foxhole Gin takes a full growing season, a
long fermentation and six distillations in a hand-built copper still. The
result balanced, smooth and aromatic.

HERBACEOUS GINS
FOREST GIN
42%

£13.80

Made in Macclesfield, the botanicals used are foraged from the
local forests. Using unusual ingredients, such as wild moss, the gin
carries a fresh clean taste.

FOREST EARL GREY GIN
40%

£15.00

Made in Macclesfield, the botanicals used are foraged from the
local forests. Unusual ingredients such as wild moss, bilberries and
gorse flowers and quintessential earl grey tea on the finish give a
delicate and unique taste.

POLLINATION
45%

£12.40

Pollination gin is produced by the highest standard London dry
method, in extremely limited small batches, using pure grain spirit
and locally drawn spring water.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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HIBERNATION
45%

£13.60

a terrific tipple with a heart of fantastic foraged ingredients
including bilberries, crab apples and blackberries. Interestingly,
after distillation, the gin spends time ageing in white port casks
giving a slightly off cream colour.

GIN MARE
43%

£11.20

The definition of Mediterranean when it comes to gin. Heavy
flavours of olive, rosemary, thyme, juniper and hints of basil and
citrus

FILLIERS PINE
43%

£12.50

This gin screams winter fresh with hints of mint and mellow spices.
You can almost feel the forest floor beneath you on a cold winter
walk in the forest with the beautifully fresh pine notes this gin
exudes.

DEATH’S DOOR GIN
47%

£12.25

The name is derived from a narrow passage of water, namely
death’s door near Washington island, Wisconsin, on Lake Michigan.
With a full London dry flavour and 3 botanicals, namely juniper
berries, coriander and fennel seeds.
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FLORAL GINS
THE BOTANIST
46%

£9.60

Distilled by the master distillers that give you the simply splendid
Bruichladdich Islay malt. 22 individually foraged botanicals all
native to the windswept hills and peat bogs of the Hebridean island
deliver a totally seductive experience.

ELEPHANT GIN
45%

£13.00

South African inspired made with rare botanicals and herbs such as
lion’s tail and devil’s claw. The elephant gin company also donates
to and supports the ‘big life foundation’ which helps protect South
African animals from poachers, including the animal which gives
the gin its name.

MARTIN MILLER’S
40%

£7.60

Martin Miller's gin is distilled in pot stills and shipped to Iceland,
where it is mixed with Icelandic spring water. It is flavoured with
Tuscan juniper, cassia bark, angelica, Florentine orris, coriander,
Seville citrus peel, nutmeg, cinnamon and liquorice root.

TARQUINS, CORNISH DRY GIN
42%

£12.00

a contemporary take on a classic London dry using Devon violets
and fresh orange zest. It delivers an aromatic sensation unlike any
other gin.

BOBBY’S DRY GIN
42%

£12.00

Bobby’s, named after their grandfather, is a unique blend of
Indonesian spices and traditional botanicals. Spicy and fragrant on
the nose, there is a fresh burst of citrus and herbs on the first sip
followed by a light hum of pepper.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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ARCTURUS TORRIDON GIN
42%

£13.50

A story of stars on the label, but down to earth in the bottle. the real
story is of locally foraged scottish botanicals. It’s dry and
herbaceous, balanced with subtly sweet notes, a hint of salinity
from kelp seaweed, and a crisp, earthy finish

CHAPEL DOWN, BACCHUS GRAPE GIN
41%

£11.00

Primarily a winemaker, Chapel Down make a base spirit using the
skins of Bacchus grapes from their own vineyards, and combine it
with juniper, orange peel, lemon, lavender and elderflower.

CHAPEL DOWN, PINOT NOIR GRAPE GIN
41%

£12.50

The second gin from Chapel Down, distilled Pinot Noir grape skins
are blended with English wheat spirit and a selection of botanicals
including dried red berries, rose buds, grains of paradise, rosehip
and juniper. Creamy and subtly sweet, though the red berry notes
aren't overpowering.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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FLAVOURED GINS
BROCKMANS INTENSELY SMOOTH
40%

£8.60

A new gin experience made with Bulgarian coriander, blueberries
and blackberries as well as bittersweet Valencia orange peel. Enjoy
over ice and long into the night.

CHASE PINK GRAPEFRUIT AND POMELO
40%

£12.50

Crafted by copper pot distilling GB gin with a bounty of pink
grapefruit and pomelo peels. A zippy and zesty gin which mixes
perfectly with Mediterranean tonic should be garnished with a
wedge of pink grapefruit.

SLINGSBY RHUBARB
40%

£10.00

What can be only called a premium rhubarb flavour. Luscious on its
own bringing a wintery feel to rhubarb, served neat over ice sat by
the fire it warms the heart. Enjoy long with ginger ale. Originally a
limited-edition development gin, it is now here to stay.

LIVERPOOL VALENCIAN ORANGE
43.7%

£11.80

Liverpool gin have combined their highly distinctive blend of
organic botanicals and ingredients with the zesty, citrus notes of
orange from Valencia.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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VODKA
AIVY BLUE, TRIPLE GRAIN (HOUSE)

40%

£6.50

A delicious Sweedish grain-based vodka made with barley, wheat
and rye.

GREY GOOSE

40%

£10.80

Each batch of grey goose vodka begins with soft winter wheat
grown on farms in and around the fertile Picardy region of northern
France. Grey goose maître de Chai François Thibault insists on using
only the highest-grade wheat - the same wheat used in the finest
French breads and pastries.

BELVEDERE

40%

£9.75

The very first bottle of chase vodka was produced in May 2008 and
took two years in the making. Each hand signed and batch
numbered bottle is a true labour of love, using traditional methods
to produce a truly artisan vodka.

CHASE OAK SMOKED VODKA

40%

£11.30

Water from their own spring is smoked with English oak for five days
then blended with chase vodka to achieve a beautifully delicate
smoky finish.

CHASE MARMALADE

40%

£10.70

Marinated through fresh Seville orange marmalade, it won Double
Gold at the San Francisco World Spirit Awards when first released.

J.J. WHITLEY RHUBARB

39%

£6.70

A delicate sweet bouquet reminiscent of summer and freshly
picked rhubarb, with a delightfully smooth mouthful and tempting
clear liquid.

SALTED CARAMEL VODKA LIQUEUR

25%

£9.00

This heavenly and inviting vodka has notes of caramel, toffee, white
chocolate and marshmallow, it is rich and creamy creating a versatile
liqueur, enjoy as part of a cocktail or neat over ice.
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WHISKY
THE HIGHLANDS
Subtle, oaky but with room for rich fruitiness, honey and occasionally a
little bit of peat and smoke

MACALLAN, GOLD

40%

£10.45

The replacement for the classic 10-year-old, the gold offers no age
statement, instead highlighting the colour. Still with a lovely
sherriness to it, this whisky now has a touch more honey, vanilla and
citrus.

GLENMORANGIE, 10 YEARS OLD

40%

£11.15

Scotland’s favourite dram has a spicy and fruity nose with hints of
cinnamon and sandalwood, and a creamy-textured palate full of
malty sweetness and buttery notes.

GLENMORANGIE, QUINTA RUBAN 46%

£14.15

Two years in a port cask give this a pinkish blush, as well as
pronounced fruity notes. The port cask releases toffee notes and
gives a delightful touch of sweetness.

GLENMORANGIE, NECTAR D ‘OR

46%

£15.65

Always the first distillery to experiment with unusual wood finishes;
this is one of Glenmorangie’s real success stories. An amazingly rich
and concentrated whisky with a gorgeous sweetness from the
sauternes casks.

GLENMORANGIE, SIGNET

46%

£27.20

Whilst the exact secrets of its production are known only to its
creators, we can tell you that signet's melting sweetness and
explosive spiciness is, at least in part, caused by the unique roasted
'chocolate' barley malt and the 'designer casks' made bespoke for
Glenmorangie from American white oak. With a score of 93/100 in
“Jim Murray’s whisky bible” this is a mighty fine tipple.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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GLENTURRET, 10 YO

40%

£12.25

The new malt from Perthshire’s popular distillery has plenty of
characteristics in common with its predecessor, the 12-year-old; a
creamy, mellow dram with distinctive ginger, honey and spice.

ROYAL LOCHNAGAR, 12 YO

40%

£9.90

Queen Victoria reputedly mixed this malt with her claret, thereby
ruining two of the world’s finest drinks! A pleasant toffee-ish nose,
and hints of dried fruits and liquorice on the palate.

EDRADOUR, CASK STRENGTH

58%

£20.70

From the smallest distillery in Scotland comes a full-bodied, rich and
toffee-ish malt, with hints of Christmas cake, chocolate and dried
fruits.

OBAN, DISTILLERS EDITION

43%

£22.00

Selected by the master distiller, this whisky was chosen for a special
range of double matured whiskies. Matured in the standard
bourbon barrel, this is then given an extra maturation period in
Montilla Fino casks. Smoke, Fino sherry notes and a clean flavour
abound in this stunning whisky. Distilled in 1995 and bottled 2010.

ARRAN ‘BODEGA’ SHERRY CASK

56%

£22.00

A well-sherried Arran single malt? Oh yes! This expression has been
dubbed ‘The Bodega’. After distillation at Lochranza the whisky is
matured for seven years in first-fill sherry casks. Lots of dried fruit, figs and
dark chocolate over here.

GLENFARCLAS 105

60%

£13.50

A great whisky holding all the flavours of all the Glenfarclas in one glass.
Being so warming, this is the perfect Hogmanay dram. The smoothness
makes the 105 drinkable at cask strength, but we suggest adding a little
water to fully explore its great depth

CLYNELISH, 14 YEARS OLD

46%

£12.20

Keep going past inverness to the village of Brora and you will find
Clynelish distillery. A fragrant spicy nose leads to a beautiful honey and
citrus palate.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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SPEYSIDE
Full of fruity, nutty flavours, and tend to be less peaty in character
than other scotches.

ABERLOUR A’BUNADH

59%

£22.00

A cask strength bottling of mature Aberlour that embraces the true
character of Speyside. Rich, chocolatey, with orange zest and
cinnamon spice; a mellow and seductive dram.

GLENFARCLAS, 15 YEARS OLD

46%

£14.40

This well-respected malt is the favourite of many connoisseurs and is
renowned for its complexity. Rich and toasty with hints of almonds
and bitter chocolate.

GLENFIDDICH, 18 YEARS OLD

40%

£18.90

Whisky aficionados so often overlook the world’s biggest selling
single malt. Pound for pound, we don’t think there is a better 18year-old single malt on the market. This is classic Speyside with just
that little bit extra.

STRATHISLA, 12 YEARS OLD

43%

£9.95

This beautiful hidden away distillery is a jewel in Scotland’s crown.
Having been established over 200 years ago, its product has been
drunk the world over as it’s one of the main components of Chivas
Regal. Sultanas, raisins and honeycomb – it’s almost like a dessert in
a glass.

GLENROTHES 2001

43%

£19.20

For years all stock of Glenrothes was allocated to production of the
Cutty Sark blend. Gradually small amounts of stock were allowed
out on to the open market. This is the perfect cocktail of
honeycomb, vanilla, treacle and a twist of spice.

GLENROTHES 1995 – AMERICAN OAK

45%

£23.00

having been exclusively matured in American oak casks which
have been seasoned with sherry, its character contains notes of
citrus, vanilla and a touch of melon running through

MACPHAILS 30 YEARS OLD

40%

£40.95

This private bottling of a Macallan is an elegant Speyside malt with
rich sherry influences and hints of melon and grapes. The palate is
smoky with fruit flavours developing

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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THE BALVENIE, CARIBBEAN CASK 43%

£13.80

Known for their cask finishes, Balvenie have used rum casks to
impart flavours of vanilla and tropical fruit into this whiskey. At 14
years old, this whiskey has a lovely, matured mouth-coating feel
with fruity notes and an overall superb balance.

THE BALVENIE, 17, DOUBLE WOOD 43%

£22.00

The Double Wood 17-year-old is an elder sibling to Double Wood
12-year-old and shares it’s honeyed, spicy characteristics, but it is
distinctly different, with deeper vanilla notes, hints of green apple,
creamy toffee and a striking richness and complexity.

ISLAY
Home to medicinally smoky whiskies that go heavy on the peat flavours.
Distilleries on the south coast of Islay like Lagavulin and Ardbeg tend to be
more intense than those distilled elsewhere

BOWMORE, 12 YEARS OLD

40%

£10.15

Salt seaweed and smoke on the nose are followed by persistent
sherry sweetness, and robust heathery and spicy notes. Thoroughly
appetizing.

BOWMORE, 18 YEARS OLD

43%

£31.50

Cosseted away in the finest, hand-selected oak casks and allowed
to mature at its own sedate pace, this is one of the most
remarkable, perfectly balanced single malt scotch whiskies of its
kind. One of our rarest whiskies, bottles of Bowmore 18-year-old
may be limited, but there's no end to its enjoyment.

LAPHROAIG, QUARTER CASK

48%

£12.10

Not your normal Laphroaig here, instead an experimental double
maturation at higher strength. Matured in normal bourbon casks,
the whisky is then finished in special quarter casks. Fantastic!

LAGAVULIN, 12, CASK STRENGTH

50%

£24.85

This is no ordinary Lagavulin; a cask strength limited edition of the
most powerful malt of all, densely packed with smoky and peaty
flavours and dark sherry notes, with a great big bear hug of peat
on the finish. Not for the faint-hearted!

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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PORT CHARLOTTE, 10 YEARS OLD 46%

£14.00

Made at Bruichladdich distillery, and somewhat different in style,
with its fat, full on Islay style of iodine, phenols and smoke but with
great underlying fruit.

BUNNAHABHAIN, 12 YEARS OLD

46%

£12.35

This is the gentlest of the Islay distilleries. With subtle smoke and an
almost marshmallow characteristic. A great distillery that despite
looking a little down on its luck still produces great spirits.

BUNNAHABAIN, 18 YEARS OLD

46%

£23.00

a subtle take on Islay whisky can be found here. Gone are the
typical medicinal aroma’s people expect from an Islay malt.
Instead a gentle peatyness gives a salted caramel aroma with hints
of fresh rosemary and salted nuts. A one of a kind to say the least.

ARDBEG, UIGEADAIL

54%

£16.20

According to our wine merchant the greatest whisky in the world a
bold statement indeed, but we do agree it is very good. With peat,
smoke, a great richness and then wonderful Christmas cake
raisined fruit – this is so balanced and if ever a whisky could convert
people to peat disciples then this would be it.

KILCHOMAN, MACHIR BAY

46%

£11.60

The new distillery on Islay, it’s young, vibrant with cracking peaty,
iodine characters, and then the rich vanillas, and sherry cask
influence. Young, but good very good.

THE ISLANDS
Most of these whiskies are tinged by the salinity of the sea, but beyond that,
their flavour profiles vary wildly from island to island.

TALISKER, 18 YEARS OLD

46%

£21.20

The iconic island distillery. There are younger versions, there are
older versions, but the 18-year-old delivers way beyond its years.
Intense smoke, and spice tamed by a gentle sweetness and one of
the most rounded mouth feels out there.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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JURA, 16 YEARS OLD

40%

£14.25

The sea winds batter the rugged island of Jura, where the deer
population outnumbers the islanders 15 – 1; to its north the famous
Corryvreckan whirlpool churns the sea. With its salty, coastal
aroma, a splattering of peat, and then chunks of honey and
vanilla, this 16-year-old is so much better than Jura’s standard
offerings.

SCAPA, SKIREN

40%

£14.30

With its intermittent production where staff from the neighbouring
Highland Park distillery would come over to fire this mothballed
distillery to keep it going and to produce a handful of barrels each
year, Scapa has always been scarce. Gentle, soft and so unlike a
Hebridean style.

LEDAIG, 10 YEARS OLD

46%

£11.90

From the Island of Mull known for its car rallies and Balamorey, this is
the peated version of Tobermory. Bottled at a proper strength
without chill filtration or artificial colouring, this has a beautiful cut of
the iodine and peat normally associated with Islay.

THE LOWLANDS
Gentle, triple-distilled malts and lighter notes of grass, ginger, cinnamon
and toffee with the occasional citrus edge
.

AUCHENTOSHAN, 12 YEARS OLD

40%

£12.40

Scotland’s only triple distilled malt whisky.

AUCHENTOSHAN, THREE WOOD

43%

£13.10

often known as Glasgow’s distillery, Auchentoshan, is often
considered to be more like an Irish whiskey, something to do with
the fact that it is distilled three times. It’s also matured in three
different casks, which adds even more layers of flavour.

GLENKINCHIE, DISTILLERS EDITION

43%

£15.50

Not your normal Glenkinchie here, instead one that has benefitted
from a double maturation. With its maturation enhanced by being
finished in an amontillado cask, extra nuances of flavour are
added to this queen of the lowland’s distillery.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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CAMPBELTOWN
Malts are pretty unique, giving off salt, sweetness, smoke and flavours
of vanilla and fruit all at once.
.

LONGROW, PEATED

46%

£9.00

Salt and a leathery smokiness come to the fore in a maritime
combination, like a harbourmaster's jacket. A great entry-level
offering from Longrow perfect for Islay fans looking for something a
bit different.

BLENDED AND GRAIN
BALLANTINES, 17 YEARS OLD

43%

£13.75

2011 “Jim Murray’s world whisky of the year” – need we say more?
This is Johnnie Walker at its very best with extra dimensions added
all the way.

BLUE HANGER 6th RELEASE

46%

£26.45

The 2012 release is a departure from the Berry Brothers’ regular
style, combining the usual sherried Speyside malt with some
unpeated and peated Islay whisky. A big and rich whisky with
notes of struck matches, dried fruit and peat smoke.

MAC NA MARA

40%

£6.50

Chosen as our “house pour” whisky – it’s got flavour and character.

JOHNNIE WALKER DOUBLE BLACK

40%

£12.00

A favourite tipple for a whisky on the rocks. Elegant spices balance
together with a sweet, smoked honey nectar in one of the best
blends on the market.

JOHNNIE WALKER BLUE LABEL

40%

£38.00

this super-premium blend certainly sets the benchmark for blended
whisky. Being one of the few distilleries to use Islay malts for its final
product, blue label holds its weight as one of the very best.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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IRISH WHISKEY
Often smooth, fruity, and triple distilled. Irish single pot still whiskey is a mix
of barley, malted and otherwise, distilled in a pot still. The un-malted barley
proffers a spicy freshness commonly associated with Irish drams

YELLOW SPOT 12 YEAR OLD

46%

£17.40

The yellow spot is a single pot still Irish whiskey which has been
matured in three types of cask: American bourbon cask, Spanish
sherry butts and Spanish Malaga casks for a sweeter flavour.

RED BREAST, 12 YEARS OLD

40%

£11.55

Made at the Middleton distillery, this is one of the finest Irish whiskies
on the market. The perfect balance of sweetness, muscovado,
vanilla, spice and gentle American oak, a classic.

POWERS, JOHN’S LANE, 12 YEAR

46%

£13.25

When tasting this Jim Murray, author of the whisky bible said: “I think
I have just tasted Irish whiskey of the year, and certainly one of the
top five world whiskies of the year.”

MIDDLETON

46%

£39.50

Barry Crockett master distiller this whisky is his personal selection of
old and elegant pot still whiskeys exclusively matured in American
bourbon barrels. Limes and mandarin oranges with a dusting of
cinnamon and vanilla oak.

TEELING SINGLE GRAIN

46%

£10.20

Only released in 2013 Teelings single grain whiskey certainly holds
well against competitors in the slow growing grain whiskey market.
After a full term maturing in Californian cabernet sauvignon cask
the results give an orange spicy note with hints of pine and
cinnamon, with subtle anise and dried fruits on the palate.

All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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AMERICAN
BUFFALO TRACE, KENTUCKY

45%

£7.20

distiller of the year in 2005 and owner of the cult “George T Stagg”
says it all. Buffalo trace is what quality bourbon is about, rich and
smooth with great concentration and a hint of sweetness.

STAGG JR

60%

£19.30

Uncut and unfiltered, this robust bourbon whiskey ages for nearly a
decade and boasts a bold character that is reminiscent of the
man himself.

ELIJAH CRAIG, KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

47%

£10.85

This benchmark bourbon that has benefitted from 12 years in a
bright fresh oak barrel.

WILLET’S RESERVE, POT STILL

47%

£16.40

Very distinctive with its still shape – willets always delivers the
perfect balance of oak and sweetness.

RITTENHOUSE STRAIGHT RYE

40%

£10.00

A Monongahela style rye. Smooth and textured. Perfect for a
Manhattan.

WILD TURKEY, RARE BREED, BARREL PROOF

56%

£18.40

A superb bourbon that delivers in every department, with nutty and
plump raisin on the nose, to the sweet and rich honey on the
palate, and to finish off a rich spice and sweetness

BASIL HAYDEN

40%

£13.20

From the famous Jim Beam range comes this small batch bourbon,
with its light body and gentle spice this bourbon is softly balanced,
if you’re a first-time bourbon taster, we recommend this as your
starting point.

SAZERAC RYE

45%

£15.00

Aromas of clove, vanilla, subtle notes of candied spices and citrus,
this rye whiskey is perfect in a cocktail, by itself or on ice. “If it was
any crisper, the glass would shatter.”
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JAPAN
NIKKA FROM THE BARREL

51%

£13.50

As the name suggests, from the barrel full cask strength at just over
50%, floral nose with notes of orange peel and apricots, spicy oak
and ripe fruits. Add a touch of water to really appreciate it.

NIKKA COFFEY GRAIN

45%

£14.60

Using Coffey stills which were imported in 1963 from Scotland, Nikka
produced a sweet, bourbon like single corn grain whiskey. Sweet
on the tongue, but oaky on the nose.

YOICHI, NIKKA, 10

45%

£24.75

A crown jewel of Japanese whiskey, this single malt has a fruity
taste and hints of vanilla with it. The Yoichi 10-year-old was given
93 points in the Jim Murray whisky bible – a true achievement for
any whiskey.

NIKKA TAKETSURU PURE MALT

43%

£14.05

Named after Nikka’s founder, Taketsuru. This non-age stamen
whiskey is finished in sherry casks to give it a beautiful rich and spicy
finish.
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WHISKIES OF THE WORLD
CANADA
CROWN ROYAL

40%

£7.60

The more formal of all the Canadian whiskies, it was first created in
1939 to celebrate the visit of King George vi to Canada. A blend of
over fifty different whiskies makes it smooth and rich.

CANADIAN CLUB

40%

£5.75

The renowned Canadian whisky, married in white oak barrels
founded by whisky mogul Hiram Walker, best served simply over
ice.

INDIA
AMRUT FUSION

50%

£14.45

Described to us as Talisker with chocolate – intriguing? Amrut’s
fusion is most certainly not a gimmick; in fact, it has been one of
our whisky merchant’s best-selling whiskies for the last 5 years.

SWEDEN
MACKMYRA

41%

£11.35

Swedish? What an amazingly, soft, gentle whisky with nuances of
heather, honey, and scotch tablet. A delight from start to finish.

WALES
PENDERYN

46%

£11.00

Made in the Brecon Beacons, matured in bourbon and finished in
rich Madeira wine casks giving it creamy toffee, rich fruit and raisin
flavours.
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RUM
DIPLOMÁTICO RESERVA EXCLUSIVA

40%

£11.00

A smart looking Venezuelan rum, Diplomático Reserva Exclusiva is
matured in whiskey barrels.

DOORLY’S, GOLD

40%

£6.35

Tasty Bajan rum, this 5-year-old from Doorly's is a balanced spirit,
typical of the region and offers plenty of tropical fruit.

REDLEG, SPICED RUM

38%

£6.30

RedLeg is a superb spiced rum aged in old oak whilst being infused
with Jamaican vanilla and ginger.

FLOR DE CANA 18 Y.O

40%

£12.85

A luxurious golden rum from celebrated Nicaraguan distillers Flor de
Cana, aged for 18 years in small white oak casks. This gives a
vanilla taste with hints of nutmeg and honey on the nose.

APPLETON 12 Y.O RARE BLEND

43%

£10.00

An extraordinary Jamaican indulgence that cannot be rushed. A
constantly evolving taste experience with oak and cocoa notes,
followed by delicate molasses, orange peel and rich vanilla.

APPLETON 21 Y.O

43%

£30.30

A truly excellent long-aged rum from Jamaica’s most respected
producer, Appleton 21yo has everything you could ask for in a topend rum - real richness and depth of flavour and a fabulously
smooth texture and mouthfeel. Just brilliant.

CACHACA CAPUCANA

42%

£13.00

A unique blend of sugar canes distilled and finally rounded off in
American oak barrels previously used for bourbon, which are then
left to further mature in the magical smoky Scottish region of Islay.

PENNY BLUE VSOP

40%

£9.50

A single estate rum from the Mauritius, a deep and enticing amber
colour with soft and hints of glazed fruit, cedar wood and spices.

BRISTOL, BLACK SPICED RUM

42%

£16.00

made with a blend of aged rums, with notes of pepper, cinnamon
and brown sugar this rum is best enjoyed over ice
All prices are for a 50ml measure unless stated otherwise, however 25ml measurements are available upon request.
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CALVADOS
VSOP, L. DUPONT

40%

£12.80

LEMORTON, DOMFRONTAIS

40%

£35.40

VSOP
NO.20
FLORILEGE

41%
43%
46%

£16.05
£21.00
£34.70

FRAPIN CHÂTEAU FONTPINOT X.O

41%

£23.80

25 YEARS OLD

COGNAC
RAGNAUD SABOURIN

Succeeding generations of the Frapin family have been
established in the Charente area since 1270. The historic firm has its
headquarters in Segonac, the capital of the Grande Champagne.
As owners of the largest vineyard, a staggering 300 hectares they
have access to some amazing cognacs.

HENNESSY PARADIS

40%

£96.00

The beginnings of Hennessy were laid when Irish aristocrat Richard
Hennessy established an eaux-de-vie trading business in Cognac,
France in 1765. The land on which the business was created was
given to Hennessy as compensation for being a mercenary for King
Louis XV.

DELAMAIN
Founded in 1824, Delamain remains one of the last family owned
cognac houses. Using only spirit from the Grande Champagne, the
cognac is aged for a minimum of two decades, before being
blended and bottled. The style, finesse and breed of Delamain is
exemplified by “pale and dry” – which at an average of 25 years of
age - is the definitive XO cognac.

VESPER

40%

£39.00
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COGNAC LEYRAT
For the past 10 years, owner Francis Abecassis has awakened the
world to quality fins bois cognacs produced on his 120-acre estate.
Its house style is of a broader flavour in the mouth, catering for fans
of fuller cognacs, without losing the house style known for its dried
fruit aromas and spiced palate.

VSOP
XO

40%
40%

£12.95
£23.95

COGNAC PRUNIER
Prunier is the oldest house in Cognac – negociants who have
always bought and sold cognacs for many generations. With huge
stocks of older styled cognacs, and with their CEO recognised as
one of the finest blenders in the business they produce traditional
old styled cognacs, slightly drier and perhaps more floral than most.

XO

40%

£32.00

CHATEAU MONTIFAUD
Produced by a sixth-generation estate that owns nearly 200 acres
of vines! Smooth and mellow with flavours of dried apricots and a
slight nuttiness. With no giant marketing budget to help, they rely
on selling quality cognac, which they have done so successfully for
many years. A delight!

VS

40%

£7.90

ARMAGNAC
The other famous French region, not dominated by big family
names but full of established yet artisan producers. Armagnac as a
style tends to be richer, with a natural sweetness and fullness often
unmatched by even the best Cognacs.

BARON DE SIGOGNAC

40%

£11.00

40%

£12.00

40%

£36.00

10 YEARS OLD

CLOS MARTIN,
FOLLE BLANCHE X.O.
15 YEARS OLD

BARON DE LUSTRAC
1978 (SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
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BRANDIES OF THE WORLD
An intriguing selection of different countries! Spanish brandy has a
longer history than that of cognac, with most of the sherry houses
making and selling a brandy. Hidalgo 200 is good and Cardenal
Mendoza is out of this world, with its richness from maturation in exoloroso sherry casks.

SPAIN
TORRES 30 JAIME I BRANDY

38%

£20.00

A special 30-year-old brandy from Torres, named for the founder of
the house, Jaime Torres Vendrell. It's a blend of brandies from their
oldest soleras, including Parellada wines originally destined for the
Torres 10 aged for an extra chunk of time and a small amount of
their rare 1972 Folle Blanche eaux-de-vie.

SOUTH AFRICA
VAN RYN’S

40%

£9.55

40%

£14.40

10YEAR OLD

GREECE
METAXA
12 STAR

SOMERSET ROYAL CIDER BRANDY
Distilled from the finest vintage cider apples and matured in small
oak barrels.

SOMERSET, 3 YEAR OLD

42%

£7.40
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GRAND MARNIER
Dating all the way back to the early 18th century the Grand Marnier
brand has become world renowned. By blending top quality
cognac with fresh oranges, the liqueur is unique. Today, the Grand
Marnier tradition still goes strong and the family now produce a
huge range. We picked out some of our favourites.

GRAND MARNIER QUINTESSENCE

40%

£125.00

Made by the fifth and sixth generation of the grand mariner family,
the quintessence is made with a twice distilled bigaradia citrus
essence and then soaked with the peel to create an intense
aroma to the liqueur.

GRAND MARNIER 150YR

40%

£37.00

The 150yr old grand mariner was selected for friends and family to
celebrate the 150th anniversary of grand mariner. Today, the rare
bottle mixes the true flavours of orange and rare cognacs.

GRAND MARNIER 100YR

40%

£24.00

100th

Made to celebrate the
anniversary of grand mariner, the
bottle is a perfect blend of bitter orange and xo cognacs.

GRAND MARNIER CORDON ROUGE

40%

£6.60

The very first grand mariner to be made. It is largely unchanged
from its original form and still has a fresh and fruit taste to it. Perfect
by itself or over ice or even in a night time cocktail.
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In accordance with the weights and measures act 1985, the
measure for sale of gin, rum, vodka and whisky used on these
premises is 50ml or multiples thereof.
70ml, 125ml and 175ml are measures for wines served by the
glass.
YOUNG PERSON 18 YEARS OF AGE
It is an offence for any person under the age of 18 to buy or
attempt to buy intoxicating liquor for his or her consumption
on these premises. It is also an offence for anyone to buy or
attempt to buy intoxicating liquor for consumption by any
person under the age of 18 on these premises.
The cooperation of all customers is requested in securing strict
observation of the law.
Issued by the British Hotels, Restaurant & Caterer Association.
40 Dukes Street, London W1M 6HR

@bar_at_northcote

@northcoteuk @northcotecookschool
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